INTRODUCTION

MarineNet Video Services (MVS) enables Marines to share training and educational videos. The mission of MVS is to provide global access to video content that has been self-developed by the Marine Corps’ user base.

FEATURES

- Mobile friendly
- User-generated content
- Community channels
- Video and audio upload (1 GB)
- Video and Audio download (No CUI downloadable)
- Video rating and feedback system
- CUI capable*
- Video and audio playlist creation
- Reference material/files to the Library component
- Podcasts creation using RSS feed (No CUI)

COMING SOON:

- Follow/subscribe/User generated playlist
- xAPI data collection
- Video tracking for Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
- MVS Metrics display for Channel Management

MarineNet Video Services is an exclusive platform open only to registered users of MarineNet and is hosted by the Marine Corps University’s College of Distance Education and Training.

*SAC login required to view CUI videos.

SOME FACTS

MVS works on all devices so you can view or upload videos from home, work, or the field.

Units and schoolhouses can sponsor their own channel and can manage the upload and review process of generated content.

Training

Take your training to the next level with user-generated video-based training.

Bridge the gap that exists between doctrine, formal distance learning modules, resident schoolhouse training, and on-the-job training.

Accessibility

Offers single sign-on from MarineNet, requiring all users to have an active MarineNet account.

Users can access videos using their CAC* or username and password login.

*CAC login required to view CUI videos.